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9780712309738

Pub Date: 7/1/16

Ship Date: 7/1/16

$29.95

Trade Paperback

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Literary Collections

LCO000000

8.3 in H | 5.9 in W | 0.9 in T

| 0.8 lb Wt

The Roar of the Crowd
A Sporting Anthology
Julian Walker

Contributor Bio
Julian Walker is a writer and artist who leads workshops at the British Library on literature, art,
history, printing and the English language. His previous books include How to Cure the Plague and
Other Curious Remedies and The Finishing Touch.

Summary
So many things are at work in our relationship with sport. Partisanship at the most visceral level,
amazement at the display of the human body operating at the extremes of power, speed and
strength, appreciation of grace, cunning, timing, spatial awareness, drama, forethought. Decades of
rivalry are balanced by moments of sweet skill. This major new anthology of great sports writing
captures the drama, the moments of speed and strength, as portrayed by great writers about many
sports across the centuries. Stories and excerpts include Doris Lessing's "Through the Tunnel," Enid
Bagnold's National Velvet, CLR James's A Majestic Innings, Ring Lardner's "The Champion," Nick
Hornby's "Fever Pitch," Garrison Keillor's "Attitude," Joyce Carol Oates's On Boxing, Ernest
Hemingway's Islands in the Stream, P.G. Wodehouse's The Heart of a Goof, and Homer's The Iliad.

9781910232897

Pub Date: 6/1/16

Ship Date: 6/1/16

$13.95

Trade Paperback

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

Series: Strangest series

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.8 in T

| 0.6 lb Wt

Law's Strangest Cases
Extraordinary But True Tales from Over Five Centuries of Legal History
Peter Seddon

Contributor Bio
Peter Seddon is the author of World Cup's Strangest Moments and Tennis's Strangest Matches.

Summary
A rollicking collection of barely believable stories from five centuries of legal history—you’ll be
gripped by these tales of murder, intrigue, crime, punishment and the pursuit of justice. Meet the
only dead parrot ever to give evidence in a court of law, the doctor with the worst bedside manner of
all time, the murderess who collected money from her mummified victim for 21 years, and explore
one of the most indigestible dilemmas: If you’d been shipwrecked 2,000 miles from home, would
you have eaten Parker the cabin boy? The tales within these pages are bizarre, fascinating, hilarious
and, most importantly, true.
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9781910232934

Pub Date: 6/1/16

Ship Date: 6/1/16

$13.95

Trade Paperback

304 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

Series: Strangest series

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.9 in T

| 0.7 lb Wt

Golf's Strangest Rounds
Extraordinary But True Stories from Over a Century of Golf
Andrew Ward

Contributor Bio
Andrew Ward is the creator of the Strangest series. His other titles include Bridge's Strangest Hands
and Cricket's Strangest Matches.

Summary
Golf’s Strangest Rounds is an absorbing collection of bizarre tales from the lengthy annals of the
sport’s history. There are stories of tragedy, eccentricity, tactical slipups and ones that defy
categorization altogether—meet "Mysterious Montague," for example, one of the world’s best golfers
but a man who refused ever to compete in a tournament. You’ll find plenty of golfing greats
here—Gene Sarazen, Chip Beck, Greg Norman, Nick Faldo—all of whom have played their parts in
irrational finishes, record rounds and famous freak shots. The tales within these pages are bizarre,
fascinating, hilarious and, most importantly, true.

9781849536622

Pub Date: 5/1/16

Ship Date: 5/1/16

$16.95

Hardcover

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

Series: Wit

7.2 in H | 4.6 in W | 0.8 in T

| 0.6 lb Wt

Golfing Wit
Quips and Quotes for the Golf-Obsessed
Aubrey Malone

Contributor Bio
Aubrey Malone is the author of more than 50 books, including Hollywood Trivia, It's Great to be Back
on Terra Cotta, and Wicked Irish Wit.

Summary
"A golf ball will always travel furthest when hit in the wrong direction." —Henry Beard

"Golf has given me an understanding of the futility of life." —Aubrey Eban
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9781853759383

Pub Date: 5/1/16

Ship Date: 5/1/16

$14.95

Hardcover

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Humor  /  Topic

HUM013000

7.2 in H | 4.6 in W | 0.6 in T

| 0.4 lb Wt

The Random History of Golf
Embarrassing Shanks & Outrageous Slices
Aubrey Ganguly, Justyn Barnes, Tony Husband

Contributor Bio
Aubrey Ganguly is the Editorial Director at Future Publishing. Justyn Barnes is a former editor of
United magazine and now works as a freelance writer, contributing regularly to various publications.
Tony Husband is an award-winning cartoonist.

Summary
This is the story of golf as it's never been told before: Mary Queen of Scots cheers herself up at the
links at Leith following the murder of her husband Lord Darnley; Dwight D. Eisenhower's valet shoots
the breeze as he clears up the Oval Office following a particularly grueling Presidential putting
practice session; and Bob Hope's chauffeur experiments with some one-liners while waiting for his
boss in the clubhouse car park. The albatrosses, the Big Berthas, the yips and the holes-in-one that
have provided the perfect excuse to linger at the 19th hole are amusingly recalled for the delectation
of the Fair Isle sweater brigade.

9781784187699

Pub Date: 4/1/16

Ship Date: 4/1/16

$24.95

Hardcover

288 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

8.5 in H | 5.3 in W | 1.1 in T

| 1.1 lb Wt

Golf Stole My Brain
And Other Strange Golfing Tales
Dale Concannon

Contributor Bio
Dale Concannon is the author of Nick Faldo: The Definitive Biography.

Summary
According to the legendary Sam Snead, golf is the most frustrating sport of all. "One day you are up
on Cloud Nine and the next day you couldn't scratch a whale's belly," he once famously said. Like
many of us who play the game, he understood that few sports offer more opportunity to make
complete fools of ourselves than golf. For anyone from the most celebrated professional to the
lowliest hacker, it can appear deceptively easy at times, and virtually impossible at others.
Highlighting the idiosyncratic nature of the game and the often messianic fervor of those who play it,
this collection of unique and often amusing tales will have you shaking your head in disbelief. From
the European Ryder Cup star who claimed his rental house was haunted, to the German farmer who
filed a lawsuit against a nearby golf club claiming they had "murdered" 30 of his cows, absolutely
nothing is out-of-bounds.
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9781849535984

Pub Date: 3/1/16

Ship Date: 3/1/16

$14.95

Hardcover

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

Territory: US & CA

7 in H | 4.5 in W | 0.7 in T |

0.4 lb Wt

The Joy of Golf
Ray Hamilton

Contributor Bio
Ray Hamilton is the author of Joy of Cycling.

Summary
For those who love the fairway

"I don’t play too much golf. Two rounds a day are plenty." —Harry Vardon

This pocket-sized miscellany, packed with fascinating facts, handy hints and captivating stories and
quotes from the world of golf, is perfect for anyone who knows the incomparable joy of hitting the
fairway.

9781629370965

Pub Date: 4/1/15

Ship Date: 4/1/15

$24.95

Hardcover

384 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

6 in W | 9 in H | 1.5 lb Wt

Ben Hogan
The Myths Everyone Knows, the Man No One Knew
Tim Scott

Contributor Bio
Tim Scott worked at the AMF Ben Hogan Company from 1969 to 1982. During his last eight years at
the company he was the vice president of sales and marketing, a position that allowed him to work
closely with Ben Hogan. Scott is a graduate of DePauw University and The Tuck School of Business at
Dartmouth. He and his family and reside in Fort Worth, Texas.

Summary
Ben Hogan’s accomplishments on the golf course are the stuff of legends, but his life off it was
exceedingly private. In this biography, author Tim Scott demonstrates why such public perception was
not representative of Hogan’s personality, offering a firsthand glimpse into the famous golfer’s
humor and sensitivity. Hogan wasn’t perfect, and many of his fine qualities were never made public
until now, as Tim Scott shares his personal experience with Hogan as well as Hogan’s friends, family,
and acquaintances. Along the way, a clearer picture emerges of Hogan as a man, a golfer, a friend,
and a husband.
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9781783961870

Pub Date: 12/1/15

Ship Date: 12/1/15

$24.95

Hardcover

270 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

Territory: US & CA

8.5 in H | 5.3 in W | 1.3 in T

| 1.3 lb Wt

The Majors 2015
The Thrilling Battle for Golf's Greatest Trophies
Iain Carter

Contributor Bio
Iain Carter has been the BBC’s Golf Correspondent for 11 years, leading commentary teams for BBC
Radio 5Live at major championships and Ryder Cups. Iain travels the golfing globe to cover all of
the game’s most important tournaments. He is the author of Monty’s Manor: Colin Montgomerie and the
Ryder Cup and Showdown: The Inside Story of the Gleneagles Ryder Cup.

Summary
The gripping story of the battle for golf's four highest trophies in one of the most closely fought
seasons in the sport's history

The stage is set for the 2015 Majors to be one of the most fascinating golfing years in decades, sure
to be analyzed and talked about for years to come. This will be the year when an emerging new
generation, led by the super-talented Rory McIlroy, face off against long-established names like
Tiger Woods, who is returning from injury. McIlroy faced big personal challenges off the course, and
Woods desperately wants to narrow in on Jack Nicklaus’s record of 18 Major trophies—but he has to
win four to catch up, and he hasn’t won one since 2008. And there will be no shortage of captivating
storylines as Bubba Watson, the flamboyant American, prepares to defend his title. Can the
self-styled left-hander claim a third Green Jacket or will it be another lefty, Phil Mickelson, who slips
his arms back into this the most coveted golfing garment? Of the younger generation, 21-year-old
Jordan Spieth, who was runner up last year, or Rickie Fowler, who has finished seco...

9780988614062

Pub Date: 6/1/15

Ship Date: 6/1/15

$50.00

Hardcover

144 Pages

Carton Qty: 5

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

Series: Spectacular Golf

12 in W | 9 in H | 2.6 lb Wt

Spectacular Golf Pacific Northwest
The Most Scenic and Challenging Golf Holes in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho
Peter Jacobsen

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company that specializes in developing upscale coffee-table
books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior design, golf, wine, art, event
planning, and travel. They are based in Plano, Texas. Peter Jacobsen is a 38-year veteran on the
PGA tour and a 10-year member of the Champions Tour. He is an internationally recognized golf
expert and has served as a commentator on Golf Channel and NBC, among others. He lives in
Bonita Springs, Florida.

Summary
Celebrating more than 60 alluring golf holes, Spectacular Golf Pacific Northwest is the first book of its
kind on the scenic region, giving golfers diverse perspectives on every featured hole. From high
plains desert courses in Oregon to mountain layouts in Washington and Idaho to the breathtakingly
beautiful tracks on the Oregon coast, the Pacific Northwest offers a variety of enjoyable, picturesque
golf experiences, elegantly displayed in this beautiful coffee table book. The keepsake travel guide
features a foreword by Peter Jacobsen and an introduction by PGA Pacific Northwest Section.
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9780983239895

Pub Date: 3/1/15

Ship Date: 3/1/15

$50.00

Hardcover

180 Pages

Carton Qty: 10

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

Series: Spectacular Golf

13 in W | 10 in H | 3.4 lb Wt

Spectacular Golf Ontario
The Most Scenic and Challenging Golf Holes
Mike Weir, Panache Partners, Panache Partners LLC

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company that specializes in developing upscale coffee-table
books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior design, golf, wine, art, event
planning, and travel. They are based in Plano, Texas. Mike Weir is a Masters Champion and
Canadian Golf Hall of Famer. He lives in Sandy, Utah.

Summary
Presenting detailed descriptions on how to enjoy and play nearly 100 of the province’s most alluring
golf holes, Spectacular Golf Ontario is the latest installment in a popular series. With a foreword by
Masters Champion Mike Weir, interesting profiles written from local golf pros’ perspectives, and
hundreds of scenic full-page photographs, the book is sure to excite golf enthusiasts the world over.
London Hunt and Country Club, St. Andrew's Valley Golf Club, and Cobble Beach Golf Links are
among the top private and public courses featured in the collection. Each copy is packaged with a
$50 green fee gift card to encourage golfers to get out on the course and experience these
memorable courses for themselves.

9781783960644

Pub Date: 12/1/14

Ship Date: 12/1/14

$24.95

Hardcover

304 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

8.9 in H | 5.7 in W | 1.2 in T

| 0.9 lb Wt

Showdown
The Inside Story of the Gleneagles Ryder Cup
Iain Carter, Graeme McDowell, Colin Montgomerie

Contributor Bio
Iain Carter has been the BBC’s golf correspondent for 11 years, leading commentary teams for BBC
Radio 5Live at major championships and Ryder Cups. Iain travels the golfing globe to provide
reports, blogs, and tweets from all of the game’s most important tournaments. A sports journalist
since the mid-1980s, he also commentates on rugby and tennis. He is the author of Monty’s Manor:
Colin Montgomerie and the Ryder Cup.

Summary
A gripping account of the Ryder Cup battle at Gleneagles, September 2014

As the Ryder Cup arrives at Gleneagles in Autumn 2014, Europe is the indisputable dominant force.
They have won five of the last six matches, including the Medinah Miracle two years earlier. On that
occasion they had rallied from 10-4 down to snatch victory and retain the trophy. It was the second
consecutive match that had been settled by a single point. For America it was a sickening defeat.
Following the devastating loss, the Americans pulled out all the stops for 2014, sending a clear
signal with the appointment of veteran Ryder Cup hero Tom Watson as captain. Opinionated and
complicated, Watson is one of the legends of the game and hugely popular in both the United
States and Europe. Put under pressure, the Europeans eschewed veterans such as Colin
Montgomerie in favor of an outlier: Irishman Paul McGinley, a diminutive stalwart touring pro, a team
man, and an astute tactician. It will be a fight between acumen and aura. This book tells the inside
story of this enthralling contest from the build-up through t...
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9781909715097

Pub Date: 7/1/14

Ship Date: 7/1/14

$27.00

Hardcover

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 12

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

6.3 in W | 10 in H | 1.3 lb Wt

Masters of Men
Rory McIlroy, Ken Venturi and Their Epic Journey from Augusta to Bethesda
Liam Hayes

Contributor Bio
Liam Hayes is an award-winning sports writer and the bestselling author of Out of Our Skins. He is a
former newspaper editor for Ireland on Sunday, a sports columnist with the Irish Daily Mail, and a
noted celebrity guest on sports programming and current affairs shows on Irish TV.

Summary
This is the story of one journey taken, over half a century apart, by two outstanding golfers. More
than a golf book, it is the story of two young men and the people who filled their lives: the mentor
who dominated Ken Venturi, the agent who loomed too large over Rory McIlroy, and the two young
girls who became their first loves and lost their men as they became champions. It pits the
incredible struggles and victories of Ken Venturi, perhaps the single most naturally talented golfer
from the 1950s and 1960s, against Rory McIlroy, the game’s most naturally talented golfer of today.
Putting them on the same tee boxes, on the same greens, on the same day, Masters of Men
uniquely and dramatically brings together for two days, two remarkable golfers from two different
ages in golf on the final day of their greatest failure, and the final day of their most remarkable
triumph. It weaves in elements of cultural and social history; examines the birth of two of the
greatest golf courses in the United States, Augusta National and Congressional CC; and examines
the journey undertaken by the gam...

9781909715233

Pub Date: 4/1/15

Ship Date: 4/1/15

$38.99

Hardcover

336 Pages

Carton Qty: 10

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

9.8 in H | 9.7 in W | 1.3 in T

| 2.9 lb Wt

Jewel in the Glen
Gleneagles, Golf & the Ryder Cup
Ed Hodge, Jack Nicklaus

Contributor Bio
Ed Hodge is a journalist who writes for the sports pages of a host of newspapers across Scotland as
part of the industry-leading Capital City Press agency. Jack Nicklaus won 18 Major Championships
during his illustrious professional career and is the recipient of honors that include the World Golf
Hall of Fame and the PGA Tour Lifetime Achievement Award. He lives in North Palm Beach, Florida.

Summary
Tracing the history of the Ryder Cup back to that infamous first encounter at Gleneagles in 1921,
this book intertwines the histories of the coveted prize and of the game of golf at this renowned
venue. Through a series of in-depth interviews, an array of national and international celebrities
reveal what the Ryder Cup and Gleneagles mean to them while examining the impact that the
tournament will have on the local community and the wider Scottish society, culture, and economy.
With a hole-by-hole guide to the course by Ryder Cup legend Colin Montgomerie, this volume paints
a unique portrait of Scottish golf.
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9781909653702

Pub Date: 5/1/14

$24.95

Hardcover

266 Pages

Carton Qty: 18

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

5.5 in W | 9 in H | 0.9 lb Wt

Faldo/Norman
The 1996 Masters: A Duel that Defined an Era
Andy Farrell

Contributor Bio
Andy Farrell is the author of The 100 Greatest Ever Golfers.

Summary
A fascinating account of one of golf's greatest rivalries, culminating in one of the most epic
encounters of the game

Going into the final round of the 1996 Masters, Greg Norman led by six strokes. Having missed
chance after chance throughout his career, this finally seemed to be year that the "Great White
Shark" would win the green jacket. But playing alongside him in the final pairing of the final day was
the one man who always seemed to get the better of the Australian when it really mattered. What
followed was one of the most excruciating collapses in all of golf. This book provides a blow-by-blow
account of the riveting final round of the 1996 Masters over 18 chapters, weaving in the story of the
entire tournament, the state of golf at the time, and the history of both players' careers and rivalry.
For a decade Norman and Faldo, in their different ways, dominated the game, and their epic meeting
at Augusta would prove to be the end of a golfing era.

9780285642645

Pub Date: 9/1/14

Ship Date: 9/1/14

$16.95

Trade Paperback

112 Pages

Carton Qty: 56

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

6 in W | 9.3 in H | 0.5 in T |

0.4 lb Wt

The Golf Swing of the Future
Mindy Blake, Colin Reid

Contributor Bio
Mindy Blake was a physicist by training and a Squadron Commander who was shot down during the
Battle of Britain; while in prison, he learned to golf. After retiring from the RAF in 1958, he later
became the captain of Wentworth Golf Club. He died in 1981. Colin Reid is an illustrator.

Summary
Mindy Blake believed that “golf is purely a matter of technique” and was the first golf instructor to
look at improving a golfer’s technique by studying what they could learn from other sports (as well as
understanding the science behind such sporting techniques). Looking at developments in events
such as shot putting and pole vaulting, Blake began to challenge conventional ideas of golfing
technique. The result was controversial but it has revolutionized the game of all who have tried it.
Showing how athletics legs are the source of the athlete’s power and how their body channels that
power, Blake has created a technique that is based on athletic principles that will dramatically
improve the swing of a golfer of any standard.
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9781909715141

Pub Date: 4/1/15

Ship Date: 4/1/15

$22.99

Trade Paperback

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 16

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

9.2 in H | 6.1 in W | 0.8 in T

| 0.9 lb Wt

Masters of Men
Rory McIlroy, Ken Venturi and Their Epic Journey from Augusta to Bethesda
Liam Hayes

Contributor Bio
Liam Hayes is an award-winning sports writer, and the bestselling author of Out of Our Skins. He is a
former newspaper editor for Ireland on Sunday, a sports columnist with the Irish Daily Mail, and a
noted celebrity guest on sports programming and current affairs shows on Irish TV.

Summary
Masters of Men is the story of one journey taken, more than half a century apart, by two outstanding
golfers, Ken Venturi and Rory McIlroy. It pits the incredible struggles and victories of Venturi, perhaps
the single most naturally talented golfer from the 1950s and 1960s, against McIlroy, the game’s
most naturally talented golfer playing today. Putting them on the same tee boxes and on the same
greens, this book uniquely and dramatically brings together the men from two different ages in golf
on the final day of their greatest failure, and the final day of their most remarkable triumph. It
weaves in elements of cultural and social history; examines the birth of two of the greatest golf
courses in the United States, Augusta National and Congressional County Club; and examines the
journey undertaken by the game of golf and its greatest players from generations past. It is an
extraordinary story and one that will appeal to any sports fan.

9781847975317

Pub Date: 5/1/14

Ship Date: 5/1/14

$18.95

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 44

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

Series: Crowood Sports

Guides

7.5 in W | 10 in H | 0.8 lb Wt

Golf
Skills, Training, Techniques
Matt Stables

Contributor Bio
Matt Stables is a PGA-qualified AA golf professional who coaches all levels of player, from beginner
to advanced. He has won a number of professional tournaments and his playing career has included
collegiate golf in the U.S., PGA regional and national golf, Final British Open Qualifying, Europro, and
other mini tours.

Summary
An instructional and practical guide to give new and improving golfers that competitive edge
With tips to help any level of golfer, this guide includes advice on choosing the right clubs and
clothing, improving your swing to hit longer and straight shots consistently, and also improving your
putting, short game, and bunker play. It also explains how to find out if you are flexible enough to
have the golf swing you want, how to make the most of your equipment, ways to make the best use
of your practice time with fun challenges, and how to save strokes through better course
management and learning key mental skills.
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9781935462651

Pub Date: 6/1/12

$11.95

Trade Paperback

68 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Reference  /  Personal &

Practical Guides

REF015000

Series: Simple Guides

7.1 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.2 in T

| 0.2 lb Wt

A Simple Guide to Golf
Russ Jarvis

Contributor Bio
Russ Jarvis is a golf aficionado and the author of two novels and numerous articles. He works in the
field of professional healthcare chaplaincy. He lives in central Indiana.

Summary
Introducing golf neophytes to the intricacies of this genteel sport, A Simple Guide to Golf explains the
specialized lingo of the game, what equipment to use, and the essential etiquette needed to play an
enjoyable round. The guide also discusses the lofty world of professional golf and its major
tournaments and provides entertaining information about specialized golf games and other ways to
start having fun on the links.

9781849837224

Pub Date: 7/4/13

$13.00

Paperback

304 Pages

Carton Qty: 24

Sports & Recreation

SPO000000

5.1 in W | 7.8 in H | 0.04 in

T | 0.5 lb Wt

Out of Bounds
Legendary Tales From the 19th Hole
Sam Torrance

Contributor Bio
Sam Torrance is a Scottish professional golfer and commentator. He had 21 wins on the European
Tour, on which he was a leading figure, from the 1970s to the late 1990s.

Summary
Sam Torrance is British golf's greatest personality. Well known and loved for his insights and
anecdotes in his commentary, he divulges tall tales from the great, the good and the not-so-good in
the world of golf, from Ryder Cup-clinching moments to what really goes on in the clubhouse bar.
Torrance's book will have golf fans reminiscing and guffawing from one moment to the next.

Packed with some of the best and funniest stories Torrance has heard over the past 40 years in the
game, featuring contributions from stars such as Arnold Palmer, Colin Montgomerie and Lee
Westwood, this book is the perfect gift for all golf fans.
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9781909653429

Pub Date: 10/1/13

$15.95

Trade Paperback

284 Pages

Carton Qty: 1

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

5 in W | 8 in H | 0.8 lb Wt

The 100 Greatest Ever Golfers
Andy Farrell, Padraig Harrington

Contributor Bio
Andy Farrell is the author of The Open Championship. Padraig Harrington is a professional golfer who
plays on the European Tour and the PGA Tour. He has won the Open Championship twice and the
PGA Championship.

Summary
Walter Hagen to Tiger Woods, a fascinating and knowledgeable history of golf through the most
talented men and women to have ever played the game. Now in paperback, with a new section
featuring rankings for each player

Covering the early amateur masters of the game, starting with Old Tom Morris, to the maestros of
the Open era, this collection features biographies and career statistics of players from all over the
world, including the U.S., UK, South Africa, Europe, and Australia. From Ben Hogan and legendary
figures such as Jack Nicklaus, to contemporary greats including Phil Mickelson, this history recounts
the lives and achievements of the sport's leading players through fascinating anecdotes and insights
into the development of the game across the decades. Arranged by era and with additional sections
on the greatest ever drivers, bunker players, and putters, this is the ideal pick-up-and-dip-in book
for all golfing aficionados, whatever their handicap.

9781743318461

Pub Date: 4/1/14

$22.95

Trade Paperback

272 Pages

Carton Qty: 36

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

5.5 in W | 8 in H | 0.7 lb Wt

Amen
How Adam Scott Won the US Masters and Broke the Curse of Augusta National
Will Swanton, Brent Read

Contributor Bio
Will Swanton and Brent Read are senior sports journalists for News Limited. Will Swanton is the
author of Murderball and Some Day.

Summary
The definitive story of how Adam Scott broke the biggest hex on Australian sport by winning the
2013 U.S. Masters

Featuring exclusive interviews with Adam Scott, Scott's father Phil, Greg Norman, and every
prominent Australian golfer from British Open champions from Peter Thomson and Ian Baker-Finch
to Masters runner-up Jack Newton, all of whom tried and failed at Augusta, this is the definitive story
of how Adam Scott broke the biggest hex on Australian sport. The most famous tournament of all,
the U.S. Masters means a global TV audience of 150 million, a string of legendary winners—and a
curse for Australian golfers. From Jim Ferrier blowing a huge lead in 1950 to Greg Norman's litany of
disasters over decades, the Masters constantly turned its back on any Australian who looked likely to
get close to the holy grail. Then came Adam Scott. As a boy he'd cried while watching Greg Norman's
implosions. He became world junior champion, and Norman's protege. Come 2013, Scott found
himself in the thick of an impossibly dramatic Masters. Three Australians fought for the lead. Only
Scott made...
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9781909653184

Pub Date: 4/1/14

Ship Date: 4/1/14

$29.95

Hardcover

352 Pages

Carton Qty: 14

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

6 in W | 9.5 in H | 1.7 lb Wt

Fore!
The Best of John Hopkins on Golf
John Hopkins

Contributor Bio
John Hopkins was the golf correspondent for the Sunday Times and the Times. He also writes for a
number of golf magazines, including Golf Today. In 2013 he was awarded the lifetime achievement in
journalism award by the Professional Golfers Association of America, one of only two non-Americans
ever to be honored with this title.

Summary
A lifetime of classic golf writing by veteran sports journalist John Hopkins, recipient of the 2013
PGA Lifetime Achievement Award in Journalism
For more than 35 years, John "Hoppy" Hopkins covered the biggest stories in golf, from Major
Championships to Ryder Cups and Amateur competitions. Collected together here for the first time
are the very best of his articles, covering a diverse range of golfing stories, from the most
memorable of the 120 major championships he covered to his writing on amateur tournaments
including the Walker Cup and the Presidents' Putter, as well as profiles and interviews of the finest
players to grace the sport. The articles are arranged month by month, giving a unique perspective
on the golfing calendar, the changing seasons, and stories throughout the golfing year. Perfect
reading for John's many fans, and a fascinating portrait of the game's recent history, this is the ideal
gift for any golf fanatic.

9781600786907

Pub Date: 6/1/14

Ship Date: 6/1/14

$24.95

Trade Paperback

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

8 in W | 10 in H | 1.9 lb Wt

The Leadbetter Golf Academy Handbook
Techniques and Strategies from the World's Greatest Coaches
Sean Hogan, Kevin Smeltz, Allen F. Richardson, Dav...

Contributor Bio
Sean Hogan is the director of instruction at the David Leadbetter Golf Academy at the
ChampionsGate Golf Resort in Florida. He has watched and assisted David Leadbetter with players
such as Ernie Els, Nick Faldo, Charles Howell, and Nick Price. Kevin Smeltz is a former assistant to
David Leadbetter and the former director of instruction at the David Leadbetter Golf Academy at the
Ishizaka Golf Club in Japan. He has been named a Best Young Teacher by Golf Digest. He lives in
Hilton Head, South Carolina. Allen F. Richardson is an award-winning journalist who has worked in
the United States and overseas. He is the author of four books on golf instruction, including Golf
Tips: The Complete Guide to Improving Your Game. He lives in Old Greenwich, Connecticut. The World's
#1 Golf Instructor and coach to countless PGA Tour, European PGA Tour, LPGA Tour, and Champions
Tour players, David Leadbetter is known throughout the world for his innovative and creative
teaching techniques. He lives in ChampionsGate, Florida.

Summary
Certified instructors Sean Hogan and Kevin Smeltz, along with championship golfers Suzann
Pettersen and Ian Poulter and World Golf Hall of Fame inductee Nick Price, provide invaluable advice
on how to improve upon every aspect of the golf game by gaining a clear and concise understanding
for each key element of the sport. The book shows golfers how to improve their full swing, short
game, practice routines, and how to better their mental and physical conditioning strategies. The
Leadbetter Golf Academy Handbook is a collection of successful blueprints by top-notch players and
instructors that will help players of all levels improve their understanding and performance.
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Pub Date: 8/1/12

$23.95

Trade Paperback

336 Pages
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6.3 in W | 9.3 in H

Tom Morris of St Andrews
The Colossus of Golf 1821?1908
David Malcolm, Peter E. Crabtree

Contributor Bio
David Malcolm was a former captain and life member of the New Golf Club of St. Andrews. Peter E.
Crabtree is a golf historian with more than 30 years of experience and is the founder and former
captain of the British Golf Collectors Society.

Summary
The game of golf not only has a universal appeal, but also generates more economic activity and
employment than any other sport. This book is about how one man, Tom Morris of St. Andrews,
presided over the greatest period in the development of golf. Born in a humble weaver’s cottage in
1821, Morris largely made golf what it is today. From Morris and his son winning eight of the first
twelve Open Championships to Morris being the first golf professional to design and build a course
—Prestwick—this account shares the extraordinary blend of triumph and tragedy that marked this golf
icon’s life.

9780755314720

Pub Date: 5/31/07

$14.99

Paperback

320 Pages

Carton Qty: 10

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

7.9 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.9 in T

| 0.6 lb Wt

To the Fairway Born
The Autobiography
Sandy Lyle

Contributor Bio
Born in Shrewsbury to Scottish parents, Sandy Lyle became one of the best golfers Britain has ever
produced. He topped the European Order of Merit three times, won two Majors - the Open and the
Masters - and was also the only European ever to have won the 'fifth Major', the prestigious Players'
Championship in Florida. He played in five consecutive Ryder Cups and is still a regular on the Tour.

Summary
Sandy Lyle is one of Britain's best-loved golfers. As both Faldo and Ballesteros have commented, he
had 'the greatest God-given talent in history' and in 1985 he became the first Briton for 16 years to
win the Open. Three years later he was the first British player ever to clinch the Masters, playing one
of the most famous shots of all time to secure victory.
But at the height of Lyle's success, his swing began to fail. He refused to give up, earning him huge
admiration and respect from the golfing public.
Lyle's story is one of classic sporting moments, golfing genius and gritty determination to battle
back to the top, told with his natural charm and wit.
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Pub Date: 9/1/09

$27.95

Hardcover

144 Pages

Carton Qty: 10
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SPO016000

9 in W | 10 in H | 2 lb Wt

The King and I
An Unlikely Journey from Fan to Friend
Howdy Giles, James Dodson, Arnold Palmer

Contributor Bio
Howdy Giles served in the Navy, first as an intern in the San Diego Naval Hospital and finally as a
dentist aboard the USS Fulton. Along with his love for photography, Howdy is an avid golfer. He lives
in Wilmington, Delaware. James Dodson is an author who wrote a regular column in Golf Magazine for
almost 20 years. His 1996 book Final Rounds the Golf Book of the Year Award from the International
Network of Golf. He lives in Southern Pines, North Carolina. Arnold Palmer is a professional golfer
who is generally regarded as one of the greatest players in the history of men's professional golf. He
has won numerous events on both the PGA Tour and Champions Tour, dating back to 1955.

Summary
Howdy and Arnold’s friendship began with a rather ordinary encounter nearly 50 years ago when
Howard Giles snapped a simple photograph of his hero passing in a parade; it has since grown into a
remarkable friendship between an American legend and his most ardent fan. Since that time, Giles
has conservatively snapped more than a quarter-million photographs of Palmer. Sharing never-
before-seen images of Palmer on and off the golf course over the past four decades, The King and I
explores one of the most charismatic figures in the history of the game, from intimate private
moments to extraordinary public events. The book is told with refreshing candor and wit by perhaps
the ultimate fan of the man and also includes entertaining commentaries from Jack and Barbara
Nicklaus, former President George H.W. Bush, Gov. Tom Ridge, and a host of colorful former and
current PGA Tour stars.

9781849530613

Pub Date: 11/1/11

$7.95

Hardcover

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 100

Humor  /  Topic

HUM013000

Series: You Know You're A . .

.

4.5 in W | 4.5 in H | 0.4 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

You Know You're a Golfing Fanatic When . . .
Ben Fraser

Contributor Bio
Ben Fraser is the author of The Football Lover's Companion and The Golf Lover's Companion.

Summary
How to know when you're getting too goofy on the green
You know you're a golfing fanatic when there is a suspicious looking dent next to the cat flap from
the last time you "put the cat out." If this sounds all too familiar, read on to find out whether you're
one iron short of a set or if you can still escape the fairway unscathed!
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Pub Date: 10/1/12

$14.95

Trade Paperback

288 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Biography & Autobiography

 /  Sports

BIO016000

5 in W | 8 in H | 0.5 lb Wt

Rory McIlroy
The Biography
Frank Worrall

Contributor Bio
Frank Worrall is a journalist who writes regularly for the Sun and the Sunday Times. He is the author
of The Magnificent Sevens, Rooney: Wayne's World, and Roy Keane: Red Man Walking.

Summary
The fascinating story of one of golf's most amazing young talents, winner of the 2011 U.S. Open
Hard-hitting Rory McIlroy was destined to become a professional golfer from the moment he
recorded a 40-yard drive at the age of two. His first hole in one came when he was nine, and he
played in his first pro European tour event as a 16-year-old in 2005. This biography tells all about
his amateur career, culminating in the silver medal as leading amateur in the 2007 Open
Championship at Carnoustie. It presents a portrait of an athlete who, despite high expectations,
keeps a cool head on his young shoulders and lets his golf do the talking. It goes on to describe
how in 2008, Rory entered the top 100 in the Official World Golf Rankings, with his first victory
coming in the 2009 Dubai Desert Classic where he endured a nail-biting final hole. His final
breakthrough is discussed, when in June 2011, he won his first major, the U.S. Open at
Congressional Country Club in Maryland. Rory won by eight shots and finished with the amazing total
of 16 under par.

9781840246216

Pub Date: 11/2/11

$14.95

Hardcover

208 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Humor  /  Topic

HUM013000

Series: Napoleon series

4.5 in W | 7 in H | 1 in T |

0.5 lb Wt

Golfing Wit
Quips and Quotes for the Golf Obsessed
Aubrey Malone

Contributor Bio
Aubrey Malone is the author of Hollywood Trivia and Literary Trivia.

Summary
A humbling and hilarious collection of quotes on the masochistic man's favorite sport
"Golf has given me an understanding of the futility of life." —Aubrey Eban
"There can be little doubt that one of Job's chief trials was that his wife insisted on playing golf with him."
—P.G. Wodehouse
"Ken Brown doesn't need a watch to time himself on a golf course. He needs a calendar." —Bud Eglinton
Including a wide variety of contributors, this compendium of all things golf embodies the best—and
the worst—qualities of a much beloved past time.
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Hardcover
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Series: Little Book of
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The Little Book of Golf
Keith Souter

Contributor Bio
Keith Souter is a medical practitioner and writer. He is the author of the forthcoming Little Book of
Genius.

Summary
Perfect golf trivia book to dip in to-would make a great gift. A light-hearted book covering all you
need to know, and a lot you will be surprised to know, about the sport. Experienced writer with a
number of successful books to his credit. Golf is one of the most popular games in the world. That is
a strange thing to say, since almost all serious golfers actually have a love-hate relationship with it.
A good round can bring great joy and satisfaction, while a bad round can end in depression, a binge
in the bar, arguments with one's partner and the need for prompt evasive action by the family cat.
Although this book is written in a light-hearted manner, it contains a wealth of information about
every aspect of the game of golf. Learn about its long and speckled history and some of the quirky
characters who have graced the links. It also has an instructional component. Armed with this you
can eliminate some of the worst shots from your game. Failing that you will find an excellent section
on the gentle art of gamesmanship.

9781572438132

Pub Date: 4/1/06

$24.95

Hardcover

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

6 in W | 9 in H | 1.2 lb Wt

Byron Nelson
The Most Remarkable Year in the History of Golf
Phil Mickelson, John Campaniotte, Byron Nelson

Contributor Bio
John Companiotte is the author of Jimmy Demaret: The Swing’s the Thing, The PGA Championship: The
Season’s Final Major, and the coauthor of Golf Rules & Etiquette Simplified. Byron Nelson was a
professional golfer who won numerous tournaments in his career but is most famous for his 1945
season. Phil Mickelson is a professional golfer who has won four major championships and a total of
39 events on the PGA Tour, including three Masters Tournaments.

Summary
Byron Nelson: The Most Remarkable Year in the History of Golf provides an unparalleled examination of
the most amazing feat in golf history. In 1945, Nelson won a jaw-dropping 11 consecutive victories
on the tour. Overall, he won 18 tournaments that season, finishing either first or second in 25 of the
30 PGA events that year. No golfer since has come close to such perfection. Nelson accomplished his
feats over 60 years ago, long before Tiger Woods began setting records, before Jack Nicklaus won
his sixth Masters title at age 46, before Arnold Palmer won the 1960 U.S. Open, before any of the
historic wins by golf greats Tom Watson, Lee Trevino, Nick Faldo, or Greg Norman. Byron Nelson
achieved what no other golfer will ever likely come close to doing again.
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St Andrews Links
Six Centuries of Golf
Tom Jarrett, Peter Mason, Jack Nicklaus

Contributor Bio
Tom Jarrett was a historian and a journalist who lived all of his life in St. Andrews. Peter Mason is
employed by the St. Andrews Links Trust. Jack Nicklaus won 18 Major Championships during his
illustrious professional career. He lives in North Palm Beach, Florida.

Summary
Revised and updated, the definitive story of the Home of Golf, witness to more than 600 years of
golfing history
That the game evolved and developed into its final form at St. Andrews has never been in
question—St. Andrews is the home of the game's most influential ruling body, the Royal and Ancient
Golf Club, and it was there in 1764 that today's standard 18-hole round was established when the
22-hole Old Course was reduced. One golf course has now become seven and many of golf's most
dramatic moments, affecting the world’s most famous players, have occurred here. It has played
host to the game's greats, as well as those enthusiastic amateurs for whom the chance to play St.
Andrews' hallowed turf is a dream come true. This celebratory volume of the official history of golf's
most important location was written by Tom Jarrett, a caddie, journalist, golfer, and author, and
updated by Peter Mason, who was involved in managing the links throughout its most intensive—and
controversial—phase of development. It contains many previously unpublished and rarely seen
photos from the archives of...

9781847328427

Pub Date: 12/12/11

$15.95

Hardcover

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

4.5 in W | 7.5 in H | 1 lb Wt

The Golf Miscellany
John White, Darren Clarke

Contributor Bio
John White is the author of The Formula One Miscellany and The Olympic Miscellany. Darren Clarke is
the author of Golf: The Mind Factor. He was the first European to win one of the World Golf
Championships events and the only player to win the English Open three times.

Summary
Now fully revised and updated, including the 2011 Masters
From the players and the tournaments (both individual and team) to the great courses that have
provided the stage on which the sport's stars have performed, this resource collects all there is to
know about golf. It features great players from Willie Park and Tom Morris Sr. to Tiger Woods and
Lee Westwood; famous courses from St. Andrews to Celtic Manor; and major tournaments from the
Masters to the Open Championship and World Matchplay. The PGA Tours around the world are
included—men's, women's, regular, and seniors; as are team challenges from the Ryder Cup to the
Walker Cup.
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Pub Date: 6/1/10
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Hardcover

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 0
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9 in W | 11.5 in H

The Greatest Game
The Ancyent and Healthfulle Exercyse of the Golff
David Purdie, Hugh Dodd, Colin Montgomerie

Contributor Bio
Professor David Purdie's career in academic medicine - and golf - has ideally fitted him to describe
the physical, and, especially, the mental afflictions of the golfer. His work as a journalist and as a
speechwriter for Sam Torrance and Colin Montgomerie has given him insights into the game at the
highest level. He can now be revealed as author of 'The Major', the legendary column in Golf
International featuring the obsessions and outbursts of Major RJM Warren-Dawlish the explosive (and
fictional) Secretary of Royal St. Luke's Golf Club, the oldest, and oddest, club in the world. Hugh
Dodd's illustrations for each chapter comprise full-colour plates plus pen-and-ink vignettes. A
contemporary Scottish artist and illustrator, his recent work has focused on the art of golf. He has
exhibited widely since 1980 and his work can be found in numerous private and public collections
throughout the world and appears in books, prints and cards. His work has also appeared in most
leading UK newspapers and magazines including The Daily Telegraph, The Spectator, The Scotsman, The
Herald, The Scott...

Summary
Did you know that Shakespeare was a golfer? And that Rembrandt was no stranger to the fairway?
Professor David Purdie takes a seriously humorous swipe at our collected knowledge of the game in
this enlightening and entertaining compendium. Based on firm facts where available and on firm
invention when not, the book examines the curious roles of the Golf Club, the golf ball and the golf
player, explores the culture of the game across the world, including the USA, China and India - and
sweeps aside all claims for the game's origin outside of Scotland. Accompanied by hilarious
caricatures, The Greatest Game offers an alternative view of golf and tries to make some sense of the
collective madness which pervades the links each day from dawn to sunset.

9781572431720

Pub Date: 9/1/97

$17.95

Hardcover

144 Pages

Carton Qty: 28
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7 in W | 9 in H | 1.1 lb Wt

Arnold Palmer's Golf Journal
A Personal Handbook of Practice, Performance, and Progress
Arnold Palmer Golf Academy

Summary
A comprehensive, personalized workbook and journal for golfers at every level, this book presents
Arnold Palmer as he shares the secrets of his internationally renowned Golf Academy.
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Hardcover
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The Golfer's Code
A Guide to Customs, Manners, and Gamesmanship On and Off the Golf Course
David Gould

Contributor Bio
David Gould is chief editor of LINKS magazine. He has contributed articles to Departures, Golf
magazine, Golf Journal, Men's Health, and Sports Illustrated. He is the author of Q School Confidential:
Inside Golf's Cruelest Tournament, Spectacular Golf, and the coauthor of Precision Wedge and Bunker
Shots. He lives in Sandy Hook, Connecticut.

Summary
The unwritten code of golf conduct and etiquette is just as important—in fact more important—than a
long drive or an accurate putt. The Golfer’s Code explains the proper protocol for handling many kinds
of situations with grace and good sense.

9780522858495

Pub Date: 10/1/11

$19.95

Trade Paperback

272 Pages

Carton Qty: 40
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4.5 in W | 7.3 in H | 0.8 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

The Spirit of Golf and How It Applies to Life
Inspirational Tales from the World's Greatest Game
Richard Allen

Contributor Bio
Richard Allen is the author of Australia's Remarkable Trees, Recollections of a Remarkable Age, and
Shimmering Spokes. He has written for the Age, the Australian Financial Review, Business Review Weekly,
Good Weekend magazine, and the Sunday Telegraph.

Summary
Based on the common aphorism that golf is a microcosm of life, this is a collection of 50 valuable
lessons that great golfers have learned from the game, including perseverance, courage,
perspective, patience, and self-belief. Presenting morals that apply to all people—golfers and
nongolfers alike—in their daily lives, this compilation draws from legends of the sport and their
noteworthy matches such as Arnold Palmer at the 1960 U.S. Open, Ben Hogan at the 1953 British
Open, Jack Nicklaus at the 1986 U.S. Masters, and Seve Ballesteros at the 1993 European Masters.
From dealing with triumph and disaster to the importance of honesty and adequate preparation, this
guide is an excellent source of wisdom and philosophy based on the world’s most cerebral ball
game.
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Getting Up & Down
My 60 Years in Golf
Ken Venturi, Michael Arkush, Jim Nantz

Contributor Bio
Ken Venturi is a former professional golfer who won 14 PGA Tour tournaments in his career and was
named the PGA Player of the Year and Sports Illustrated’s Sportsman of the Year in 1964. He was a
golf commentator for CBS Sports for more than 35 years. Michael Arkush has written seven books,
including Rush!, a New York Times best-selling unauthorized biography of Rush Limbaugh. He lives in
Oak View, California. Jim Nantz is an acclaimed sportscaster, known mostly for his work at CBS
Sports.

Summary
Ken Venturi's life and his longtime career in golf have been a tale of triumph in the face of adversity.
Growing up in San Francisco, he was drawn to the game for the solitude it offered, the best place for
him to find himself—and his dreams. Though his often brilliant career was prematurely halted by
injuries, he then emerged as the game's greatest ambassador throughout an unprecedented
broadcasting career. Getting Up & Down is the story behind Venturi's captivating rise and fall—and rise
again—to the top of the golf world and an inside look at the many different personalities within that
world.

9781600780714

Pub Date: 4/1/08

$22.95

Hardcover

208 Pages

Carton Qty: 18

Sports & Recreation  /  Golf

SPO016000

5.5 in W | 8.5 in H

The Front Nine
Golf's 9 All-Time Greatest Shots
Barry LeBrock

Contributor Bio
Barry LeBrock is an award-winning sportscaster who has anchored and reported on local, regional,
national, and international television. He is currently the host of The Final Score on FSN, along with
both The StrikeZone and RedZone Plus on DirecTV. His first book, The Trojan Ten, documented the most
significant games in USC football history.

Summary
The most famous shot in golf history—from Gene Sarazen's double eagle, which led to victory at the
1935 Masters to Tom Watson's nearly impossible chip shot in the 1982 U.S. Open—the greatest and
most memorable shots in the long and storied history of this grand game are brought to life in The
Front Nine. Triumphant victory as well as heartbreaking defeat play out shot-by-shot as the most
celebrated tournaments of the past come to life. Readers thrill to both the joy and agony of the
most significant shots in golf history through detailed description, commentary from the men who
pulled them off, and fresh insight from golf historian Barry LeBrock.
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The Golf Lover's Companion
Ben Fraser

Contributor Bio
Ben Fraser is the author of You Know You're a Golf Fanatic When . . ., You Know You're a Sailing Fanatic
When . . ., and You Know You're Getting Old When . . .

Summary
Quotes, trivia, anecdotes, and more for the golf-obsessed

"I always ask my caddy to tell me two things: my yardage, and that I'm the best in the world." —Jack
Nicklaus

"For a competitive junky like me, golf is a great solution. Because it smacks you in the face every time you
think you have accomplished something." —Michael Jordan

"Few things draw two men together more than a mutual inability to play golf." —P. G. Wodehouse

When you've sunk your last putt and you're ready for a couple of shots at the 19th, relax with this
perfectly parred miscellany of quotes, jokes, trivia, and enough golf-inspired fun to make all those
slices, bunkers, and bogeys seem like a distant memory.

9781572437739

Pub Date: 9/1/05

$29.95

Hardcover

288 Pages

Carton Qty: 9
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11 in W | 11 in H | 3.1 lb Wt

The Complete Encyclopedia of Golf
Ted Barrett

Contributor Bio
Ted Barrett is a freelance golf writer who regularly contributes to Golf Weekly and the Telegraph.

Summary
An authoritative and extensive record of this challenging game, The Complete Encyclopedia of Golf
answers every question ever had about golf. From the origins of the game and the most important
tournaments to the marquee players, it's all here and supported by more than 300 stunning
photographs.
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Hardcover
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The Illustrated Golf Rules Dictionary
The Definitive International Reference
Hadyn Rutter

Contributor Bio
Hadyn Rutter is an international commercial lawyer and a professional organizer of golf tournaments
who has combined his considerable and unique knowledge of interpreting legal rules and regulations
with a practical knowledge of the rules and procedural problems of golf.

Summary
More than just a book, a pratical guide, or a refernce manual, The Illustrated Golf Rules Dictionary is
as essential to golfers as a putter and a good pair of spikes. Photos and illustrations accompany
answers to questions about specific golf situations, while color-coded keys explain basic rules,
penalties, and procedures for the real-life problems that many golfers experience. A must-have for
the beginner as well as the experienced player, this compact guide is consulted by TV commentators,
tournament committees, professional golfers, golf schools, and golfers all over the world.

9780522857689

Pub Date: 11/1/10

$21.95

Hardcover

272 Pages
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The Spirit of Golf and How It Applies to Life
Inspirational Tales from the World's Greatest Game
Richard Allen

Contributor Bio
Richard Allen is the author of Australia's Remarkable Trees, Recollections of a Remarkable Age, and
Shimmering Spokes. He has written for the Age, the Australian Financial Review, Business Review Weekly,
Good Weekend magazine, and the Sunday Telegraph.

Summary
Based on the common aphorism that golf is a microcosm of life, this is a collection of 50 valuable
lessons that great golfers have learned from the game, including perseverance, courage,
perspective, patience, and self-belief. Presenting morals that apply to all people—golfers and
nongolfers alike—in their daily lives, this compilation draws from legends of the sport and their
noteworthy matches such as Arnold Palmer at the 1960 U.S. Open, Ben Hogan at the 1953 British
Open, Jack Nicklaus at the 1986 U.S. Masters, and Seve Ballesteros at the 1993 European Masters.
From dealing with triumph and disaster to the importance of honesty and adequate preparation, this
guide is an excellent source of wisdom and philosophy based on the world’s most cerebral ball
game.
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The Ben Trovato (mis)Guide to Golf
Ben Trovato

Contributor Bio
Ben Trovato is a satire columnist for The Cape Times in Cape Town, South Africa. He is the author of
Will the Real Ben Trovato Please Stand Up?

Summary
Ben Trovato, the man who inadvertently managed to incur the wrath of gay men, feminists,
transvestites, former soldiers, fishermen, and the Spanish within a frighteningly short span of time,
now turns his attention to golf. In this entertaining and informative collection of anecdotes, Trovato
tackles such vexing matters as a man's right to boff a cheating opponent on the noggin with a five
iron, the appropriate moment to whip out your wood in front of a player of the fairer sex, and
whether or not there is a market for a six-cylinder, V8 golf cart.
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Rory McIlroy
The Biography
Frank Worrall

Contributor Bio
Frank Worrall is a journalist who writes regularly for the Sun and the Sunday Times. He is also the
author of The Magnificent Sevens, Rooney: Wayne's World, and Roy Keane: Red Man Walking.

Summary
The fascinating story of one of golf's most amazing young talents, winner of the 2011 U.S. Open
Hard-hitting Rory McIlroy was destined to become a professional golfer from the moment he
recorded a 40-yard drive at the age of two. His first hole in one came when he was nine, and he
played in his first pro European tour event as a 16-year old in 2005. This biography tells all about his
amateur career, culminating in the Silver Medal as leading amateur in the 2007 Open Championship
at Carnoustie. It presents a portrait of an athlete who, despite high expectations, keeps a cool head
on his young shoulders and lets his golf do the talking. It goes on to describe how in 2008, Rory
entered the top 100 in the Official World Golf Rankings, with his first victory coming in the 2009
Dubai Desert Classic where he endured a nail-biting final hole. His final breakthrough is discussed,
when in June 2011, he won his first major, the US Open at Congressional Country Club in Maryland.
Rory won by eight shots and finished with the amazing total of 16 under par.
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Bobby Jones
And the Quest for the Grand Slam
Catherine M. Lewis, Jack Nicklaus, Dr. Robert Tyre...

Summary
To commemorate the 75th anniversary of Bobby Jones' miraculous feat of being the only golfer to
capture the Grand Slam comes the most detailed and complete examinations ever on that magical
1930 season. Offering fans and historians every perspective of that Grand Slam season, Lewis
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Contributor Bio
Catherine M. Lewis has been the curator of a dozen golf-related exhibitions as the special projects
coordinator for the Atlanta History Center. She is an associate professor of history at Kennesaw State
University. Jack Nicklaus is a professional golfer who won 18 major PGA championship and is widely
regarded as the greatest golfer of all time. Dr. Robert Tyre Jones IV is the grandson of the
legendary golfer Bobby Jones.

delves into the key figures who helped mold Jones' game and mystique, as well as the locations of
the rounds and the lasting impression the 'gentleman golfer' left on the game he loved so much.
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Golf's Red Zone Challenge
A Breakthrough System to Track and Improve Your Short Game and Significantly Lower Your
Scores
Charlie King, Rob Akins, David Toms

Contributor Bio
Charlie King is recognized by GOLF Magazine as one of America's top 100 golf instructors. He is
currently the director of instruction at Reynolds Plantation where he runs the Essentials Three-Day
School and the Red Zone Short Game School. Rob Akins is a golf instructor whose pupils include
2001 PGA Champion David Toms and eight-time PGA Tour winner Loren Roberts, who is also a
three-time major champion on the Champions Tour. He is a member of both GOLF Magazine's top
100 and Golf Digest's top 50 instructors and is the director of instruction at Spring Creek Ranch.
David Toms is a professional golfer who has won 13 events on the PGA Tour, including the 2001 PGA
Championship.

Summary
Detailing a program that has been proven to provide results and significantly improve a golfer's
game from within 100 yards of the hole, this revised edition includes added features, enhancing the
ground-breaking instruction that motivates golfers to practice their short game and produces
measurable results. The new version of Golf's Red Zone Challenge includes a revised and expanded
version of one of the easiest-to-follow programs ever created to lower every golfer's score; new tips
and drills that cover all aspects of the short game, from putting to chipping to pitching to bunker
play; an appendix that details golf's three essential elements—face, path, and lag; and a series of
challenging five-minute drills meant to hone any golfer's short game. With a foreword written by
David Toms, this book also includes testimonials from other Akins' students, such as high-profile
golfer Chris DiMarco and NBA legend Jerry West.
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The 100 Greatest Ever Golfers
Andy Farrell, Padraig Harrington

Contributor Bio
Andy Farrell is the author of The Open Championship. Padraig Harrington is a professional golfer who
plays on the European Tour and the PGA Tour. He has won the Open Championship twice and the
PGA Championship.

Summary
Walter Hagen to Tiger Woods, a fascinating and knowledgeable history of golf through the most
talented men and women to have ever played the game
Covering the early amateur masters of the game, starting with Old Tom Morris, to the maestros of
the Open era, this collection features biographies and career statistics of players from all over the
world, including the U.S., UK, South Africa, Europe, and Australia. From Ben Hogan and legendary
figures such as Jack Nicklaus, to contemporary greats including Phil Mickelson, this history recounts
the lives and achievements of the sport's leading lights through fascinating anecdotes and insights
into the development of the game across the decades. Arranged alphabetically and with additional
sections on the greatest ever drivers, bunker players, and putters, this is the ideal pick-up-
and-dip-in book for all golfing aficionados, whatever their handicap.
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Teeing Off
Players, Techniques, Characters, Experiences, and Reflections from a Lifetime Inside the Game
Ken Bowden, Jack Nicklaus

Contributor Bio
Ken Bowden has edited the annual Masters, U.S. Open, British Open, and PGA Championship
editions of The Majors of Golf magazines since 1989. He is presently at work on a book entitled How
to Look and Act Like a Golfer - Even if Your Game Stinks!. Jack Nicklaus, nicknamed "The Golden Bear",
is widely regarded as the most accomplished professional golfer of all time, winning a total of 18
career major championships while producing 19 second place and 9 third place finishes in major
events on the PGA Tour over a span of 25 years.

Summary
Teeing Off gives one of golf's most unique and well-traveled personalities a chance to, well, "tee off"
on some of the most unforgettable characters and experiences he's had in a lifetime of playing and
covering the royal and ancient game. Partly a memoir about a lifetime association with golf's
greatest performers and most colorful characters, it is also a collection of fascinating inside
reminiscences and anecdotes about the game's elite that will entertain, amuse, enlighten, and
perhaps surprise readers. Included are stories about Hagen and Hogan, Nelson and Nicklaus, Palmer
and Player, Sarazen and Snead, Watson and Woods, and many others by an author who has known
them all, up close and personal.
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A Golf Story
Charles Price, Arnold Palmer

Contributor Bio
Charles Price was considered a literary historian of the game of golf, and one of the founding editors
of Golf magazine. He is the author or coauthor 17 books, including The World of Golf, a definitive
encyclopedia of the game that is universally regarded as one of golf's all-time classics. The winner of
numerous writing awards, he was named to Golf World's "Top Ten Golf Writers of the 20th Century" in
1999. Arnold Palmer is a professional golfer who is considered one of the greatest golfers to ever
play the game.

Summary
Soon after its original publication in 1986, A Golf Story was heralded as one of the classics of golf
literature. It is a book that intertwines three immortal subjects—Bobby Jones, Augusta National, and
the Masters Tournament—into one compelling narrative. These three stories are inextricably linked;
together, they form a fascinating backdrop to an April drama that is unique in the annals of golf and
that, like Jones himself, transcends sports. Using firsthand experiences with Augusta National and
the Masters Tournament that date back to 1948, Charles Price spent three years weaving together
this historic story and, in an unprecedented move, Augusta National opened its guarded archives for
his research, thereby making this book the first authorized history of both the club and the
tournament.
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Play Golf the Pebble Beach Way
Lose Five Strokes Without Changing Your Swing
Laird Small, Dave Allen, Jim Nantz

Contributor Bio
Laird Small has been the director of the Pebble Beach Golf Academy since 1996 and is one of the
country's most highly respected instructors. He is one of GOLF Magazine's Top 100 Teachers in
America, one of Golf Digest's Top 50 Teachers in America, and was named the 2003 PGA Teacher of
the Year. David Allen has been a sportswriter and editor for 20 years, including stints with GOLF, Golf
for Women, and TheGolfChannel.com. He has coauthored several previous books, including Golf
Annika's Way with Annika Sorenstam. Jim Nantz is a sportscaster known primarily for his work with
CBS Sports television.

Summary
Director of the Pebble Beach Golf Academy, Laird Small, teaches golfers how to improve their score
by changing their mental approach to the game and answers key questions such as How do you
manage first-tee jitters? What questions should you ask yourself before every approach shot? How do you
read tricky lies and get out of trouble? How can you think like an architect? and How do you bounce back
after a bad hole? He shares anecdotes and lessons he learned from some of the greatest champions
in golf—including Nicklaus, Watson, Palmer, Miller, and Woods—and how they navigated their way
around this storied course. From Nicklaus’s famous 1-iron to the 17th green at the 1972 U.S. Open
to Watson’s remarkable chip-in on the same hole 10 years later, this book tells their stories as well
as how these legends pulled off each shot and what they were thinking. After reading Play Golf the
Pebble Beach Way, golfers will not only be ready to play Pebble Beach, they'll have the tools necessary
to shoot their lowest scores ever without having to wade through hundreds of complicated terms and
swing d...
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Tension Free Golf
Unleashing Your Greatest Shots More Often
Dean Reinmuth, Bob Toski

Contributor Bio
Dean Reinmuth played competitively for several years before retiring to coach others. He annually
tours Japan, conducting golf schools across the country. Dean was Phil Mickelson's coach for several
years and is currently working with Rory Sabbatini. Dean is a member of Golf Digest's Professional
Advisory Staff and was selected by Golf magazine as one of the top teachers in the U.S. He travels
extensively, teaching, giving exhibitions, and acting as a product spokesperson and keynote
speaker. He heads two facilities - Meadows Del Mar in San Diego and the Arizona National Golf
Course in Tuscon - where he works with both young players and professionals as well as weekend
golfers.

Summary
With new chapters on the short game and trouble shots, this classic golf book is a must-have for
beginning golfers as well as more experienced players who want to improve. Dean Reinmuth counts
among his celebrity students President Gerald Ford.
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Total Golf
The Most Comprehensive Guide to Golf and Golf Instruction
Mike Adams, T. J. Tomasi, Kathryn Maloney

Contributor Bio
Mike Adams is a former PGA touring professional and a former director of the Academy of Golf at
PGA National. T. J. Tomasi is a former director of the Academy of Golf at PGA National. Kathryn
Maloney is an LPGA Teaching Professional and a freelance writer.

Summary
Everyone from avid golfers seeking to lower their handicap to new players teeing off for the first time
can benefit from this comprehensive guide that contains vivid color photographs, professional tips,
and seasoned training advice. Detailed explanations cover everything from equipment, etiquette,
strategy, and course design to driving, chipping, and putting. Beginning with the basics and moving
to more elaborate techniques, each chapter analyzes a specific aspect of the game, including golf
swings and making shots, with photographs of professional and amateur players to help underscore
the differences between correct and incorrect approaches.
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Colonial
The Tournament

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company based in Dallas, Texas, that specializes in
developing upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior
design, golf, wine, art, event planning, and travel.

Summary
A decade by decade review of the second oldest tournament on the PGA Tour, this guide explores
Colonial, in Fort Worth, Texas, as the home course of Ben Hogan, which has held the nickname
"Hogan’s Alley" for many years—due in part to his five championships on this course.
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Golfer's Start-Up (2nd Edition)

A Beginner's Guide to Golf
Doug Werner

Contributor Bio
Doug Werner is the author of the bestselling Start-Up Sports® series. He is also the author of
Adopting in China, Fighting Fit, Fitness Training for Girls, Skateboarding: Book of Tricks, and Skateboarding:
New Levels. He lives in San Diego.

Summary
Aimed at those looking for a concise introduction to the popular game, this handbook is ideal for
beginning golfers. Emphasizing the fun side of the sport in both learning and playing, this reference
covers getting started, equipment tips, and official rules, and concludes with a firsthand account of
learning the game, a historical overview, and a glossary of terms. Illustrating the basics of the sport
with a striking array of photographs, this updated edition evaluates the ins and outs of golfing with
flair.
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Spectacular Golf of Colorado
An Exclusive Collection of Great Golf Holes in Colorado
Jack Nicklaus

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company based in Dallas, Texas, that specializes in
developing upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior
design, golf, wine, art, event planning, and travel.
Jack Nicklaus is a legend in the world of professional golf and has personally designed more than
200 golf courses.

Summary
From Denver and its suburbs to the tops of the Rockies, this luscious guide provides a captivating
look at Colorado’s best golf courses. Holes from more than 40 different courses throughout the
state—including the Denver Country Club, Keystone Ranch, and Haymaker in Steamboat Springs—are
illustrated with breathtaking photographs. Brief passages detail the yardage and layout of each hole
and provide tips on avoiding obstacles while approaching the green. With contact information for
every course provided, this is a must-have for the golf enthusiast.
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One for the Ages
Jack Nicklaus and the 1986 Masters
Tom Clavin

Contributor Bio
Tom Clavin is the author of the bestseller Halsey’s Typhoon, as well as Sir Walter, The Ryder Cup, and
That Old Black Magic. He has written for magazines including Cosmopolitan, Golf, Golf Journal, and Good
Housekeeping. He was a contributing reporter to the New York Times for 15 years.

Summary
The Masters tournament has provided some of golf’s most memorable finishes—none more so than
the improbable triumph by Jack Nicklaus in 1986. Twenty-five years later, many regard it as the most
exciting Masters ever.

Nicklaus, 46, was 160th on the PGA Tour money list. His last win in a major championship had been
six years earlier. Many of his rivals on the tour thought he was well on his way to being washed up.

But for Nicklaus, the Masters was an opportunity for redemption. The somewhat tarnished Golden
Bear, with his eldest son, Jackie, as his caddy, hung on for the first three rounds. Then it was
Sunday. Ballesteros, Norman, Kite, Watson, and others were ahead of him. During the afternoon, he
charged.

One for the Ages is the pulse-pounding story of the most glorious moment in Jack Nicklaus’s career. It
is also a celebration of the Masters, arguably the most prestigious tournament in golf, and its
world-class players, who clashed during a golden weekend in Augusta until only one man, with his
son at his side, was left standing.
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Spectacular Golf Western Canada
The Most Scenic and Challenging Golf Holes in British Columbia and Alberta
Panache Partners LLC, Richard Zokol

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company based in Plano, Texas, that specializes in
developing upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior
design, golf, wine, art, event planning, and travel.

Summary
Filled with vibrant photos that capture the majesty of the natural landscape—from the Pacific Coast to
the Rocky Mountains—this luscious guide provides a captivating look at the finest golf courses in
British Columbia and Alberta. Including holes from nearly 100 challenging, historic, and scenic golf
courses, this guide contains valuable insight from golf pros about navigating the most intriguing
holes on private, public, and municipal courses throughout the region. Including a $50 gift card,
which can be redeemed at a variety of courses featured in the book, this unique collection offers
insight and advice that both serious and casual golfers will find particularly valuable and enjoyable.
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A Lifetime of Lessons
More Than 50 Years of Expert Instruction to Help You Play Your Best Golf Now
Marshall Smith, David DeNunzio

Contributor Bio
Marshall Smith is a golf instructor who has taught the game of golf for more than 50 years. He has
been a PGA Tour instructor (where he has taught Chi Chi Rodriguez, Craig Stadler, Gary Player, Walt
Zembriski, as well as current PGA Tour stars Todd Fischer, Glen Day, and Matt Gogel). He is the
author of Hit Your Second Shot First and My Very Best Friend, an homage to lifelong companion, Mickey
Mantle. David DeNunzio is managing editor of instruction at Golf Magazine, the former editor of Golf
Tips Magazine, and the coauthor of Lights-Out Putting. He lives in New York City.

Summary
Marshall Smith's book draws upon original lessons as well as the experience that only half a
century's involvement in the game can provide. Full swing, short game, and strategy needs are
addressed to assist every skill level, from struggling beginner to seasoned professional. Quick and
lasting remedies for common faults also should find favor with readers who take their golf game
seriously and wish to shoot lower scores.
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Great Golf
Essential Tips from History's Top Golfers
Danny Peary, Allen F. Richardson, Gary Player

Contributor Bio
Danny Peary is a sportswriter and a film critic. He is the coauthor of Roger Maris: Baseball’s Reluctant
Hero and Tim McCarver’s Baseball for Brain Surgeons. He is well known for his collaborative work with
announcer and baseball player Tim McCarver. He lives in New York City. Allen F. Richardson is an
award-winning journalist who has worked in the United States and overseas. He is the author of four
books on golf instruction, including Golf Tips: The Complete Guide to Improving Your Game. He lives in
Old Greenwich, Connecticut. Gary Player is a professional golfer widely regarded as one of the
greatest players in the history of the sport, having garnered nine major championships. He was
inducted into the World Golf Hall of Fame and has won more than 160 tournaments on six
continents. He is a renowned golf course architect with more than 300 design projects throughout the
world, and he has written several golf books. He lives in Jupiter Island, Florida.

Summary
Providing a complete library of golf instruction in one volume, this compilation features a variety of
valuable lessons drawn from the most famous, popular, and trailblazing golf books as well as classic
and contemporary magazines. Going beyond the standard instructional manual, this is the only
golfing reference that presents its information in the original words of the great champions,
instructors, and authors—both male and female—while also covering every aspect of the game,
integrating its history and the parallel development of its multibillion-dollar instruction industry.
Featured instructors and players include Bobby Jones, Sam Snead, Joyce Wethered, Babe Didrikson
Zaharias, Jack Nicklaus, Harvey Pennick, Chi Chi Rodriquez, Ernie Els, Tiger Woods, Nancy Lopez,
Dave Pelz, and Vivien Saunders. Showcasing each lesson with feature boxes that condense essential
instruction into handy bullet points, this volume’s photographs clearly illustrate the best techniques
while countless sidebars, quotes, and tips ensure it is destined to become a classic guide for a
timeless sport.
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Golf's Best Short Stories
Paul D. Staudohar

Contributor Bio
Paul D. Staudohar is the editor of Baseball’s Best Short Stories and Football’s Best Short Stories and the
author of Playing for Dollars: Labor Relations and the Sports Business and other business books. He is a
professor of business administration at California State University in Hayward.

Summary
Every decade of the 20th century and many great writers, including P. G. Wodehouse, Paul Gallico,
Don Marquis, and John Updike, are represented in these great tales of golf. British duffers, amateur
sleuths, pros, hustlers, plodders, cheaters, starry-eyed lovers, and crass finaglers people these
stories, which range from comedy to tragedy, mystery, action, introspection, and romance. Each
reveals a true love of the game and a wry understanding of golf’s frustrations, perplexities,
embarrassments, and moments of pure delight.
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The Upset
Jack Fleck's Incredible Victory over Ben Hogan at the U.S. Open
Al Barkow

Contributor Bio
Al Barkow is a veteran golf reporter, former editor-in-chief of both Golf and Golf Illustrated
magazines, and recipient of the 2005 PGA Lifetime Achievement Award in Journalism. His books
include Sam: The One and Only Sam Snead, That’s Golf: The Best of Al Barkow, The Golden Era of Golf,
Gene Sarazen and Shell’s Wonderful World of Golf, Golf’s Golden Grind, and Gettin’ to the Dance Floor: An
Oral History of Professional Golf (the Herbert Warren Wind Golf Book of the Year, 1986).

Summary
Jack Fleck had the slimmest of resumes as a professional tournament golfer. He had never come
close to winning on the PGA Tour, and was in the mere qualifier category when it came time for the
1955 U.S. Open at the Olympic Golf Club in San Francisco. A qualifier, in the parlance, is not even a
contender; he just fills out the field. Yet Fleck got himself into a playoff with Ben Hogan, one of the
greatest players in golf history, for the game’s most prestigious title. And when Fleck defeated
Hogan, it was not just surprising, it was incredible. How could a nondescript journeyman pro defeat a
golfer who was revered as the ultimate champion golfer? Especially after Hogan had won it four times
already? This book presents a thrilling play-by-play, shot-by-shot recounting that brings back to life
the look and feel of the entire three days of regular play and, most tellingly, the fourth-day playoff
itself. Relying on first-hand sources, The Upset reveals the players’ mental processes as they
strategized their game and handled their emotions. And it finally offers a convincing exp...
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